I am in the bedroom of a rich couple and I see that they have installed a shower. I then ask the guy if the installation was expensive but he actually shows me the fire place they have installed. As he opens it a big flame lights up a dragon on the celling and he uses a blanket to turn it off.
I am with some family friends on a parking lot and I jump down a pile of snow. They have many dogs and they all start barking against me. I expect them to reproach them but they are also afraid and start slowly walking away. I then also follow them using a woman with a fur to protect me.
I am walking with a girl by the sea. It is down south and the water should be warm. I then tell her that we should swim and look at the sea from where we are. It is very peaceful and I wonder if there are any sharks. The weather also became cloudy and I don't feel like swimming anymore.
A local is driving me and my ex across a small island. We are actually still in the main city on one coast and I don't like it. My ex also thought it was much nicer but then he shows us the ancient wall. It is very long and I want to ask him how it was preserved but the modern wall begins.
I am in class with my Aesthetic professor and she thanks me for my comments. I cannot thank her back and just begin our assignment. We have to represent in a strip the story she just told us. I then start color it but then she warns us about a character who is going to make a coup d'etat.
I walk down to a sunny lake with my son and find his class having a picnic in the shadow. I then seat next to his teacher and she offers me some slices of ham. I am very hungry and start eating them with my hands. She actually had some bread for them to make a sandwich and I take more.
I am in a shop looking at a big shelf with headphones. They are under different power categories and I go for the lowest. There are only two left and I take them both to see the cheaper but find that they are pocket computers. A colleague gives me the commands to activate the voice recognition.
I am with my son walking up a city road at night. There is a wall on a side and I look over to see if his mother is coming. I actually see her car but she doesn't stop. We then keep walking and pass by a metro station. We could go in but I decide to walk in the center although my son is tired.
I am in an old condominium where I just moved with my Polish friend. There is a man at the entrance willing to drill a hole in the dwell. He wants allot of money and only has an iron stick but I follow him down anyway and he shows me how shallow is. It is also very dirty and he pulls out a rat.
I am flying on an airplane going very slow over a forest. It is too windy and the pilot cannot make it under a bridge. I then tell him to land on top of a ski slope. He almost go down the slope and tell him to turn the other way. The plane gets in a path with trees and finally stops.
I am walking with some American guys in a European city at night. It is completely dark and they want to cross one bridge to go and eat somewhere. I actually know a better place and tells them to follow me up another bridge. We actually end up on a neighborhood and we still need to cross it.
I am walking with a Czech girl in a garden. She is very short but quite cute and I take her up on my arms. We start making out but then reach the hotel and she tells me that she will leave soon. I then go out with her again but she doesn't want to kiss anymore and I realize that she is ugly.
I am seating in a café with my best friend. He is actually filling up a form and I am amazed how small he can write. I then think how professional he has become and look closely. I find that it is a tax form I also need to fill up but it is too much text an too little to read.
I am in a classroom and see our professor coming in with our essays. They have been graded and I wonder how much did I get after working so hard. She seats next to me and I see that I have passed with the lowest grade. She actually gives us some envelopes instead with an insurance to pay.
I get in a meeting with a curator friend and I show him the publication I made with a Polish museum. I have actually ripped off the front cover but feel it is much better than his museum publications. He looks through it but there are none of my works and he finds the final price outrageous.
I am in a park when a Macedonian guy starts running after me with a saw. I also have a saw for wood but give it to another guy who starts to be run after instead of me. I hear them both preparing to attack me from behind a hut and I pull out another saw from my backpack but it is for metal.
I am on a street when I hear the police coming. I then hide behind a column but three persons are approaching with their dog from the opposite side. The last one is an enormous and white bulldog but I make sign to the owner to be quiet. They pass next to me and it doesn't attack me.
I see a skinny blond girl I know going in a bakery and I follow her inside. There is no other costumer and I hide below the counter. She buys some bread for us and I give her some blue coins. As I try to photograph them she disappears. I then ask the baker and he shows me where she went.
I am in a small university and meet my art history supervisor. We have been both guests there for some months but it is time to leave. She then asks me what will I do with the furnitures we bought for our bedrooms. She wants to throw them and I tell her of a room where she can put them.
I am in the bedroom of my parents-in-law's country house listening to my aesthetic professor on the opposite side. It is getting dark and I realize that she cannot see whether my eyes are open or not. I then lay down to sleep and a Swedish gender studies colleague lays behind me and hugs me.
I am checking my e-mail and find one by my sister. It is very short and she says that I should order some flowers for my stepfather's dead mother. I can certainly do that but don't know when the funeral is and I try to look at the previous e-mails she sent me but I cannot find it.
I am walking up a volcanic mountain with my friends. As my best friend's wife shows me a much higher mountain ahead we reach the top of our mountain. There is much junk there but I also find an old table for her husband. It is actually to sew traditional carpets and she starts spinning it.
I am in an old house watching a film with a young girl. She actually goes under the sofa and we start kissing. We then go out where her family is getting a tattooed horse to sell at a fair when guy on skates come with a big and white lollipop for my girl. It is an heart and I take it away from her.
I get in a big cultural house and meet the bold director. I just say hi to him and continue up the escalator. My apartment is actually upstairs and I find that the panel I have just mounted inside have splinted. I will actually have to put more panel outside and I feel like I did a useless work.
I get in a train and take a seat in a cabin with a young and an older woman. The seats are actually to sleep on and I show them that I have my number on a print out. The controller comes and she finds that the print out is actually a booking for an hotel room. I will have to pay for a new ticket.
I am in an apartment with my cousin who just had a baby. I tell him of a nearby supermarket where I go to do grocery but he tells me of a bigger one that is further away. The former is actually a cheap kind but the latter is much bigger and the prices can be then equally cheap.
I am seating on a long table with two young architects in front. My Greek architect friend also comes from behind. I introduce each other although he is homosexual and seats next to one guy to talk Greek with the other. They have a similar sweater and my friend tells him where he bought it.
I am up on a ski slope from which my stepfather and my cousin has just turned right to go skiing up north. I turn left but it is quite steep and narrow. A skier blocks the way at the bottom and I end up on a ridge to avoid him. It is steep but I manage to make it back down to the ski track.
I am in my parents mountain cottage eating with my relatives. I go to the sofa and start playing an old guitar although I don't know how to do it. My uncle is the closest to me and starts warning me about my wife and kid. As I stare him I notice that his face is getting ugly like that of a Russian.
I am in a classroom with all my colleagues assessing my research plan. One of them says that there is too much content and another starts a question by looking at a nice book. It is the shape of a stove and I want to photograph it but she picks a group of colleagues to ask me more questions.
I get in an old residential building to meet a girl. I scream her name in the staircase but no one answer and I leave holding a plate I had to return to her. It is glazed green but there are small black spots of dirt. She actually comes down and I give it to her although I should wash it first.
I am in a small supermarket and realize that I have just being employed. I then hang out at the cash desk but I don't know how to use it. There is an abandoned bike to be removed and another employee shows me a small room where to put it. It is a small bathroom and we seat to take a break.
I am in my apartment building the structure of a wall with two local carpenters. They are both big and very Nordic but my African room mate comes out to help and one of them gets indignant. He is also upset with me that I left my white kid to host a black guy but we keep working.
I am on a train with an old friend and reach our last destination. I then tell him how I have been part of the national team and the coach had us running on that railroad. It is actually another railroad with no trains and I show to him. As we get off he tells me that he has seen the team on TV.
I get an e-mail from my ex-wife. It is a reply to some questions I need for our tax declaration but I don't find any answers. As I check more carefully I find that there is a one world she uses under each question. It is the name of a document she has actually attached to the e-mail.
I am in class discussing with my philosophy professor and another colleague. We were supposed to read an essay about a movie theater in town but the latter admits that he found it difficult. He then says that it must be even more difficult for me that I am not a philosopher but I understood it.
I am walking to a train station at night and come by a young man baking bread in a tent. As I decide to buy a loaf a group of teenagers starts cuing behind me. Some of them go actually in front of me and I block them. As it gets my turn they all leave and I realize that I can only afford a slice.
I am in a kitchen talking with my ex wife about our marriage. She tells me about her mother who cannot sleep thinking about me and her father who invokes my name. I don't understand what she means and if she wants me back to her family farm even though we have already separated.
I have to catch a flight but it is already too late to take the bus and I go to my ex wife to ask her for a ride. She is going with our kid to another airport and I go to the highway to hitchhike. I get a ride from two English guys and get in the airport that I still have some minutes to take my flight.
I am with my Polish friend seating on with a famous musician. I have a guitar with me and he asks me to play it but I tell him that I have never learned. He then shows us how to play one chord and we start doing exactly the same. We play it over and over and I am much faster than my friend.
I am laying in a bed with a girl telling us about her vacations in Egypt. Her foot are next to my body and I actually come. I then go up to see the mountains outside and realize that there is a small leopard in the room. I immediately get out and ask the guy who owns the villa about his pet.
I get in an electronic store and show the shop assistant my heavy camera. I then ask him if he has the small version of the same brand. They actually have it only of another brand but it is discounted and I tell him to get it for me but I suddenly realize that the video format might be different.
I am walking down a slope with snow and pass by an ugly cement building. A Swedish colleague is seating there with his wife and kids. They wonder where are my kids but remember that I have separated. I then keep going down and find a last slope. It is not so high and I decide to slide down.
My ex wife and I are looking at a catalogue with different apartments for sale. She shows me one that needs renovations. It is very cheap and looks quite okay but then I look at another picture and find that the roof has collapsed on one side. I could fix it but there is not even a garden around it.
I am in a Buddhist monastery when a young monk comes in to play a bell hanging in the middle. He actually swings an iron ball against it but puts to much force and the ball hits an old painting on the wall. He then holds on to the rope and the ball starts swinging regularly against the bell.
I am seating on a bus at night with a classroom going back from a field trip. The Portuguese teacher is behind me and congratulates saying that I was the only one paying attention. A lesbian students also comes to the front and complains about another student with which she has broke up.
I am in a garage showing my stepfather how I set up my tripod. He actually shows me a level I was not aware of. He then pulls out his advanced tripod and starts setting it up. There are allot of bikes around and I ask him if he has been biking but he tells me that he has had a back problem.
I am eating at a friend's place but have to go to eat to another friend living above him. He follows me upstairs but we find no one. As I get in the bedroom where I will have to sleep my other friend comes with a warned out piece of foam. It will be my pillow and I wonder if it is from the street.
I am seating in a park with y son when a famous scientist comes wearing his cyborg headset. He goes to say hi to my son but I want to say hi to him. I then go up to introduce myself and show him my devices. I tell him about my research but he doesn't react.
I am replaying a video I made inside a cave. The camera moves in and reach a well with a water pump. Only the pipes are left and the camera starts going down but the soundtrack keeps repeating the word pipe. I then go looking for the actual pump and find that it is under renovation.
I am at the seminar with my colleagues. We are about to wrap up but our old professor asks for the topic of next seminar. He first proposes video but then proposes still images and I propose both. He likes my idea and announces it to everyone but they are all leaving and don't pay attention.
I watch the video of a famous pop star. It is actually rather old and I see her walking with a light scarf in post apocalyptic landscape. The heading says that she has been trained by a famous French stylist. There are his dancers in the next scene and I realize how old fashion it is.
My African room mate comes home and I ask him if he has bought the nails I need to renovate our flat. He then gives me a bunch of black screws and I get irritated because they are too few and too thick. I then ask him for the money back but he only gives me a European banknote.
I am in a museum reading a text aloud for my professor. There are allot of figures and I come to the end of the first chapter. We then go to the see the exhibition although it is part of the second chapter. I actually need to go to pee and find a nice bathroom with a flat WC also made of bricks.
I am waiting outside an hotel holding a credit card device. As I see an old classmate coming out I insert my credit card correctly and go to the reception. There is another classmate there and she tells me about a party she is giving but I have to sign the receipt and do it in the wrong place.
I am checking my cousin's web page and find that he is announcing himself as an art critic. I then look for his statement and only find it on a vertical banner at the side of the page. It is actually a commercial of a computer mouse and I should click on it to have the definition of art criticism.
I am at the restaurant with my colleagues when the senior professor leaves even though we are just eating the starter. The waiter actually comes already with the dessert. It is a cream with cookies and I start eating it with them but then notice my uncle and aunt who are still eating the starter.
I am with my mother in the small garden of her new residential building. The grass is still growing and she tells me that they will have some gardeners to fix it. As I go out to the studio I realize that there is still a big hole all around it. I can see the foundations and tell her how dangerous it is.
I am in my bedroom at my parents talking to an old American colleague. She is seating on the floor and I lay on my bed talking next to her face. She tells me about the job she got in the Netherlands and I tell her that I now have a girlfriend there. I actually realize that her face is not so ugly.
I am walking on a mountain ridge with my mother and uncle. The latter actually has climbing equipment and starts going down the precipice with a rope but gets stuck in the middle. My mother tells me to go ahead instead but we don't have any equipment and I wonder how we will make it.
I am getting in a dark theater together with two Northern European girls. One of them is very cute and I want to seat next to them but as we get in our row the ugly one gets between us. I then seat next to her anyway when two ugly South African girls come to seat on the opposite side.
I am at a party in a small apartment and the host decides to play a game. We should pair up and I go to a cute girl pretending that I need to tell her something secret. We then go to a side and start kissing but a Romanian artist with a long beard comes to divide us.
I am driving out of a parking lot at night and see a girl I like going in another car. It is packed with people and I am alone but can't stop them. I follow them but it is too dangerous to talk to the other driver. I just surpass him and stop in a supermarket to wait for them but they don't show up.
I am with my cousin at a relative place in the mountain. He shows us a stock of pine wood he has for sale but my cousin wants oak wood. I don't want to leave him without money and I ask him to buy a big bottle of wine although I don't drink. He has two and I get the smaller one.
I get in a small classroom and find that it will be held in Swedish. I then go to a refreshment but there is a big line of students. My Brazilian professor is also there and shows her fake passport. I then get ready to show mine but the guy checking it leaves.
I am laying with my son and her mother on a steep slope. I see some bikers on the top and I rush to protect my son. They go between us but then also their skies come down and almost hit us. I rush down with a pole and break the camera of a blond. I leave afraid that they might run over me.
I am walking with my Dutch girlfriend towards a Chinese city. We take a boulevard surrounded by water and start walking towards an old building with a round cupola. As I look at the gold rooster on top she tells me that she now wants us to go to South Africa even though she didn't want to.
I am at a sea side and look at the water. It is very calm and transparent but there are rocks underneath. I then move to another place with less rocks to swim but I can see a small octopus. There are actually other guys looking at what I am doing and I get in the water trying to swim out.
I am walking with my best friend at night and I tell him how much love I made with my new girlfriend. He then tells me of all the times he made love to his girlfriend. He is actually talking about an old girlfriend he had and I can see he is holding is penis but it is completely small and retracted.
I am in my uncle's apartment and go out without saying hi to him. He then comes down to hug me and I find my mom in the garage. She wants me to enlist as a candidate for my native village in the alps but then she calls a friend there and gets to know that there is already another candidate.
I am with my stepfather driving up the mountains. I want to go really high but the road starts to go down and he wants to go back. I then get out and start hiking up a smaller mountain. As I remember that it is actually a high one I end up in a staircase with a small group of young hikers.
I am seating in a cafeteria with some young people. It is too tight and I start to fight with the guy in front of me. I threaten him with my fist and he leaves but not the guy next to me. I then take my chopsticks and hit him in the shoulders. They are actually black pencils and he is willing to leave.
My Swedish director is lecturing alone on a big table. I then seat with him and pretend to listen but work on my laptop. I take some notes and look at another computer where some students are solving his assignment. It is a model of a knight and I show them how to cut his arm with his sword.
I am in my parents' old house and meet my ex wife in my stepfather's bathroom. We give each other an hug and I actually come on her belly. She wants to go back living together and I agree but then remember that I now have a new girlfriend who is coming to visit and that cannot work out.
I am in a small restaurant eating by a young blond woman. I realize how beautiful she is but I don't establish any contact with her and actually stand up to solve a mystery. I walk with my new leather shoes to another table and read about it on a book a Philippine girl gives me.
A small group of musicians is playing around the column of a dark basement. A man kidnaps the Asian cello player and takes her in a small wardrobe. She is actually a very dangerous criminal and he tries to get some secret information from her. He press her down but her body is the cello.
I am in a holiday house by the sea when my stepfather comes with oranges. He then asks me whether I prefer the ones that are freshly picked or the others and we go in to eat them. My uncle is also there and they start talking about work while I try to get a dish from a shelf behind his legs.
I am meeting my new students at a pedestrian crossing in the city. They are divided in two groups and we want to go to eat but a third group is missing. We actually see it arriving by bike and we get ready to go but they are very tired after biking and they want to take a break.
I am walking on a large square and see a small church with a blue light inside. I actually meet my Swedish professor and tell him to visit it with me. He is going back and I go alone but the marble staircase is too slippery and I drop my camera. I go back down to test it but the screen is broken.
I am with my best friend driving along an Asian lake. There are some small mountains and I show him one that with can climb. There is actually too much jungle on one side but there is a road on the opposite side. A white family is having a picnic there and the father looks like a colonialist.
I am with a colleague at the university and a professor wants to discuss her paper. He then tells us about the other professors who acts like dukes and we go to seat. Another teacher goes through the grammar and she corrects the spelling but I have transcribed the paper with hieroglyphics.
I get to my parents-in-law's farm and go in the old house that I have renovated. I look at my new haircut in the bathroom mirror but notice two big old nails sticking out from the wooden floor. I then realize that they were unnecessary and I have been trying to remove them but could not.
I am with my mom at the hair dresser and she asks me to show a clip I made of my gym. I can't find it but she decides I should cut my hair. I then get out of the building and find a man in a cage with a lion. As I get back in the hair dresser has closed but my mom has made another booking.
I start taking out of a van my photo prints and meet a curator. He actually speaks Italian and I show him one of the prints. There are several small images of me eating but the background is dirty and the panel worn out. He then tells me that they can do a much better print at the museum.
I am seating with my new girlfriend in her brother's kitchen. There are no lights on but I can see her in the dark and tell her how much I despise my country. I start telling her allot of other negative things about living down South but then she tells me to look how gray is the weather up North.
I am in my aunt's old place going to the bathroom and pick up a magazine on a small desk in the hallway. It shows an old prime minister hugging his young mistress. As I seat on the toilette I start to look further in the magazine and find a dossier with pictures on fascist mass graves.
I am making a drawing of a big testicle with a small penis in the middle. My mother's hairdresser arrives and also wants to draw something. I let her do it and she starts drawing a shopping chart rubbing against the testicle. The handle is actually too low and I think she has screwed it up.
I look at my smart phone and see that my biological father has sent me an e-mail with a picture of him. He is wearing a military coat and walks up a smooth rock. I can see a strip of blue ocean behind him and a strip of forest on the opposite side. I then remember that I was there with my kid.
I am in a car with a Polish artist friend driving through some dry mountains and come to a village where her boyfriend lives. I wait for her in the park while she goes in the condominium where he lives. She soon runs out again and we hide behind a trash bin to make out so that he can't see us.
I am with a band playing an old Mexican hit on a scene. I am actually far behind playing the drums on a furniture and singing. I think that I am the main singer but in fact it is a guy in front of me. As we take a seat again I try to be next to him and he tells me that we could have sung longer.
I am on a bus with my new university friends. One of them starts telling me about an old philosopher friend who was also study at our university. I then try to laugh as he did but another friend can do it much better. He actually tells me that they just saw my old friend and he got into diving.
I am with a small group passing by a big aircraft. It is very modern with windows on the ceiling to look through. Two persons are carrying big pieces of omelet and I wonder if they are for our aircraft but we get a box with octopus. We then walk to the city with octopus pieces on the sidewalk.
I wake up in a hotel room with an America girl I don't like. We then bike down to a station where there is another girl I don't like who is in love with me. I then ask my Polish friend's girlfriend what to do and she also starts touching me.
I am with two friends on a train approaching a city. We are going to a concert hall together and I ask if we can walk there. One of them actually wants to take the tram and I want to see the map. They show it to me and it is actually far out in a small island. We might even have to take a ferry.
I am standing opposite to ancient wall and see a black rat coming out of it. It stands out and I want to throw a stone at it. As I walk away it starts walking like a small bear and I realize that it some other kind of animal but don't know if it is good.
I am walking with my best friend along a river on the green grass. He tells me about a wall he has just constructed in his bedroom. It is an artificial material and he can no longer sleep at night. He then tells me that he will have to remove it and I try to suggest another material to replace it.
I am with a brother and a sister on a northern Italian city. We have just been in an avalanche accident but they don't talk about it. I then look out over the city and realize that the sky is clear. I can see much bigger mountains than the one where of the avalanche and that is why it's irrelevant.
I am in a city with a group of friends. We meet another group and we all decide to go eat in an Asian restaurant although I don't want to. I then go ahead of them to reserve the seats. I can see through the windows two tables but the round ones is already occupied by a man.
I am attending a presentation in an art museum. My old curator friend is presenting but keeps it on the same slide and people get tired. I also get tired and seat up to look at an artwork with many screens. They don't really work and I go back but only one artist friend is left in the audience.
A girl with big bubs and I stop at a pizzeria to order a pizza. I tell the Mexican guy in Spanish that we will come back later and go jogging on a baseball field. It is perfect but there are black guys playing and I am afraid of the ball. We then go towards a forest and we start making out.

